The work involved in checking millions of records by hand is hard and requires thousands of human hours. At the increasing rate at which we are collecting new data from different sources with a wide range of 'quality', the problem is getting worse. An institution like CONABIO (National Commission for the Knowledge and Use of Biodiversity, Mexico) dedicates a large amount of human resources to review species records to ensure that data published by the institution has high quality. At CONABIO we are designing a system to help us direct our attention to the most problematic data.
data that were previously labeled by hand, the method flagged 624 records, out of which 70 were confirmed as incorrect data. If we look only at the precision of the results it might seem like a poor performance, however if we look at the amount of work it might save us, it looks promising because to find the same number of inaccurate records without any assistance we would have had to review almost 5,000 records.
This talk is a proof of concept for this system, and details on our initial results, reviewing both weaknesses and strengths.
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